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Afghan network 2020

You'll find our #Digital2020 report for Afghanistan on SlideShare embedded above (click here if that's not working for you), but keep reading below for the essential headlines. Internet users in Afghanistan There were 7.65 million internet users in Afghanistan in January 2020.The number of internet users
in Afghanistan increased by 366,000 (+5.0%) between 2019 and 2020.Internet penetration in Afghanistan stood at 20% in January 2020.Social media users in Afghanistan There were 3.60 million social media users in Afghanistan in January 2020.The number of social media users in Afghanistan
increased by 121,000 (+3.5%) between April 2019 and January 2020.Social media penetration in Afghanistan was 9.4% in January 2020.Mobile connections in Afghanistan There were 26.92 million mobile connections in Afghanistan in January 2020.The number of mobile connections in Afghanistan
increased by 870,000 (+3.3%) between January 2019 and January 2020.The number of mobile connections in Afghanistan in January 2020 was equivalent to 70% of the total population. Do additional features still need more data? Here are some suggestions:Click here to see all our published reports for
Afghanistan.Explore all our reports for South Asian countries.Click here to browse our full library of published reports. If you want to receive updates when we publish new reports and content, click here to subscribe to our newsletter. Safe to downloadSTE Primo and the download link of this app are 100%
safe. The download link of this app will be redirected to the official App Store website, so the app is original and has not been modified in any way. Get it Some features of Speedtest Global Index may not work when running an ad blocker. Please disable your ad blocker for this site. The Speedtest Global
Index will not show ads. For an in-depth analysis of how COVID-19 has affected the overall performance of the internet, read this article. Reports Special Dossiers Other Publications Kate Clark • 2020 was a year in which our readers wanted to read about the war and efforts to find peace and culture and
history in Afghanistan. Reports examining Doha's conversations and mapping the conflict appeared in our twenty most read publications last year, along with others looking at Afghanistan's history, its relationship with Bollywood and practices surrounding getting married and [...] 7 Jan 2021 Reports Read
more Jelena Bjelica • Lying high in afghanistan's highest mountains, hidden from most human eyes, are nearly 4,000 glaciers, according to the first comprehensive Afghan database. These glaciers are of critical importance to Afghans for providing water to drink and irrigate. However, research shows that
the glaciers of the are melting. Almost 14% of the total area of [...] January 5, 2021 Reports Read more Ali Yawar Adili • The second round of intra-Afghan negotiations – as they are officially called – is scheduled to begin in two days, on January 5, 2021, in The first round ended on December 14, after
three months of negotiations. During that time, the teams have only managed to agree on the rules of procedure for the reports [...] January 3, 2021 Read more Kate Clark • Winter is the time when Afghan hunters go to the snow mountains with their dogs, known as tazis. They are lean and graceful
creatures that use speed and sharp vision to capture their prey. To the outside world, they became known as the Afghan dog after officers of the British colonial army brought individual dogs to London on December 29, 2020 Reports Read more Kate Clark • Today, the AAN publishes a special report on
Afghanistan's newest local defense force, the Afghan National Army Territorial Force (ANA-TF). Created by presidential decree in February 2018 and funded and supported by the NATO-led Resolute Support mission in the United States, it was to be a slightly armed, low-cost local arm of the ANA, which
could contain [...] 20 Aug 2020 Special Reports Read more Kate Clark • A new special report, 'Ghosts of the Past: Lessons from The Mobilization of Local Force in Afghanistan and Prospects for the Future' looks at what is likely to make a defense force (ANA-TF) such as the Afghan Local Police (ALP) or
the Afghan National Army Territorial Force (ANA-TF) were successful. This research sought to understand what some [...] July 1, 2020 Special Reports Read more Kate Clark • In a new special report from the AAN, Kate Clark considers the apparent paradox that despite nearly two decades of
international support for Afghanistan, poverty for most Afghans has deepened. It also explores the gap between the promise of the 2002 Bonn Agreement and the 2004 constitution, a multiethnic, fully representative government, a democracy with strong controls and [...] May 29, 2020 Special Reports
Read More Adam Pain • A new Article from the AAN seeks to understand why agricultural policy since 2001 has failed to increase production, get rural Afghans out of poverty or secure their food supply. He finds the answers in the stories that agricultural development planners tell themselves about
modernizing agriculture, even if they ignore evidence from the field. Guest of the AAN [...] 27 Aug 2019 Special Reports Read more AAN Team • One year after afghanistan's fourth presidential vote since the fall of the Taliban regime, AAN is publishing all our reports on the election and its consequences
in a new dossier. Our 37 AAN reports include coverage of the period leading up to the election; reporting on a daily life; analysis of controversies about counting, verifying and announcing the result, including our [...] 30 Sep 2020 Dossiers Read more AAN Team • The loya jirga – or large assembly – has
been used as a political tool for almost the Afghan kings and presidents for the last century, with the first held arguably in 1915 and the last, for now, in August 2020. These jirgas usually gather hundreds, sometimes thousands of delegates from various ethnicgroups [...] August 31, 2020 Dossiers Read
more AAN Team • Anytime, a first first progress toward peace in Afghanistan is expected: the United States and The Taliban announced that they had finalized their negotiations that would exchange the withdrawal of the U.S. and other NATO troops from the country for taliban counterterrorism
guarantees. These negotiations began in October 2018 on [...] 18 Feb 2020 Dossiers Read more AAN Team • As the Taliban and the United States sit down together again to discuss the possibility of a peace agreement, the issue that seems to be more urgent for Afghans is a ceasefire. Not surprisingly,
given that 2019 will probably be the sixth consecutive year in which the number of civilians killed and injured [...] 30 Dec 2019 Dossiers Read more Thomas Ruttig • Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, September 29, 2020 Thomas Ruttig of the AAN writes a portrait of the conflict of Afghanistan for the
website of the German Federal Center for Political Education (Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, bpb) several years ago. bpb is one of the main sources for teachers and students at the school. Here's the latest version, update [...] 19 Oct 2020 Other publications Read more AAN Team • Acta Via
Serica, June 1, 2020 AAN researcher Reza Kazemi is co-author of family matters: The Making and Remaking of Family during Conflict Periods in Central Asia for the peer-reviewed magazine in the June 2020 issue of Acta Via Serica: Journal for Silk Road and Central Asian Studies, published by
Keimyung University [...] 1 Jun 2020 Other publications Read more Jelena Bjelica • SCA/SAK, 6 April 2020 The AAN report by Jelena Bjelica, The Largest Standing Stupa in Afghanistan: A brief history of the Buddhist site in Topdara, has been translated (and shortened) into a Swedish version. 6 Apr
2020 Other publications Read more Thomas Ruttig • After years of military interventions, the current situation in Afghanistan is highly ambivalent and partially contradictory – especially with regard to the interaction between development, peace, security, education and the economy. Despite numerous
initiatives, Afghanistan still faces poor security and economic conditions. This volume investigates the tension between these ambivalent developments. Sociologists, politicians and cultures [...] October 11, 2019 Other publications Read more A global pandemic made it impossible to conduct The Asia
Foundation's annual face-to-face survey on the Afghan people this year. Instead, we conducted three waves of cell phone surveys collecting the opinions of 4,303 Afghan adults from all 34 provinces over time. The Afghanistan Flash Surveys series is designed to actively track public sentiment on a
focused set of topics to support policymakers as they navigate a country in transition. Fieldwork for Wave 1 took place from September 6 to October 4, 2020; second and third wave data will be available soon. See the 2019 survey of the Afghan people. This research was carried out random dial-in digits
among a nationally representative sample of Afghan adults who use Phones. The 90 native-language dari and pashto interviewers, of gender compatible with the interviewees, used tablet-assisted Personal Interview software and research control solutions. Peace negotiations with the Taliban remain at
the center of international and national attention. In the context of face-to-face travel and restrictions in 2020 due to Covid-19, timely access and tracking of Afghan perceptions is more urgent than ever – Abdullah Ahmadzai, representative of the Asia Foundation in Afghanistan More than half says peace
is achievable in the next two years. The vast majority are unwilling to accept a peace agreement that results in women and girls no longer being able to attend school. Strong support for women in leadership positions remains. Most Afghans report that they received adequate news and information about
the pandemic, but most also said the government did not provide sufficient support. The longest barometer of Afghan opinion, the Afghan People's Survey presents a clear picture of the gains and gaps that Afghans perceive in a rapidly changing nation. The Survey, now in its fifteenth edition, has
gathered the views of more than 129,000 Afghans since 2004 on security, reconciliation with the Taliban, migration, women's role, elections and other key issues. Join the conversation on Twitter using #AfghanSurvey. #AfghanSurvey.
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